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by Kellh Grigoletto
The
71-year-old
Knickerbocker
fraternity is no longer recognized as a
Greek organization by Hope. "This is the
first time the Knicks have had their
charter revoked," said Kevin Watson,
former president of the Knicks.
The Knicks were still officially on
probation for past offenses from May of
1980 until the spring of 1981, and any
violation within that time could have
resulted in the loss of the fraternity
charter, explained Michael Gerrie, dean
of students, speaking for the Student
Standing and Appeals Committee. "I
have sole responsibility to t a k e
disciplinary action against student
organizations until the Judicial Board is
once again formed."
Gerrie made his decision final after he
received mounting reports of Knickrelated school violations, including
disorderly
conduct,
uttering
of
profanities directed at Public Safety
officers, and breaking of the alcohol
policy rule.
The final violation occurred on Sept. 13
of this year. Early in the morning Public
Safety responded to a call concerning a
beer party at the Knick house, on
Columbia Avenue. Inside the house a
majority of the 75-100 persons were
drinking beer and two kegs of beer which
were too heavy to carry out were found in
the basement, reported Scott Brower,
patrol supervisor for Public Safety.
A single student admitted to bringing
the kegs inside, but considering the vast
amount of people, "the fraternity has to
take responsibility for what goes on in the
house," said Gerrie. The one-time Knick
OCTOBER 9,1980
president did not agree, however. "The
crime of one person was inflicted upon
everyone. Deal with the individual," said
Watson.
The college claims responsibility for its
student organizations. According to
college policy, an organization that wants
received quite well," said Van Wylen. to serve alcohol at one of its parties must
"We contact some 200 local businessmen not only have It registered with the
of both large and small agencies, and school, but the party must also be held at
their donations range anywhere from $50 a properly licensed establishment.
The Old Crow Bar in Saugatuck is one
to $25,000."
of
many such places, suggested Gerrie.
In addition to those businesses in the
Holland community, Hope receives more Again Watson disagreed. "He's not being
realistic," asserted the former Knick
funding from larger industries located
throughout the state. "Hope is one of 16 president. "He wants us to go to the Old
private schools which together form the Crow. Who's got the money to have a
Michigan College Foundation. Large party at the Old Crow?"
"We spend about $80 to $100 on our
enterprises, such as General Motors and
parties," explained one-time Knick Kevin
Consumers Power, do not especially care
for each individual school in the state to Kranendonk. In order to have a party at
come knocking on their door asking for the Old Crow, "We would probably have
money. Therefore, these large industries to rent the whole bar," he said.
The price to rent the bar for a Saturday
respond much more positively to the
evening alone is $200,explained a
requests of colleges when they are united
(continued on p. 7)
(continued on p. 5)
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Funding procedures
b> Kim M(M>i
Hope studiMits are often under the false
assumption that tlie seemingly exorbitant, ever-rising tuition prices which
they must pay at the beginning of each
semester cover the entire operating costs
of their school.
President Gordon J. Van Wylen, who is
currently involved \uth a committee
which is preparing the budget for the
coming fiscal year said, "Each year, as
we begin to figure out where exactly our
funding is going to come from, one of our
major areas of concentration always
rests with those monies we receive
through outside donations."
According to Van Wylen, within the
General Fund, which includes the entire
sources of payment for each one of the

clarified

college's expenditures, there exists an
Annual Fund. "Ther Annual Fund is
money ... which comes in the form of a
gift from either churches, friends,
alumni, or private industries," said Van
Wylen. "We are roughly estimating that
our total expenditures will run about $15
million this year. Hopefully, $1.5 million
of that amount will be raised through gifts
given to the Annual Fund."
The business community in the greater
Holland community is one vital source of
replenishment for Hope s Annual Fund
each year. "We begin bringing our fundraising campaign to the businesses in this
ai'ea during the month of December. By
pointing out the various contributions the
college makes to the community, our
request for monetary gifts is usually

Bekkering discusses
marketing plans for Hope
by Lynn Winkels
The idea of "marketing" as part of the
admissions recruitment* program often
has some negative connotations. Anyone
who has received "propaganda" from
colleges or grad schools knows that the
picture presented is so positive that it
borders on the unbelievable.
But there a r e legitimate and honest
ways to make use of marketing
techniques, says J a m e s Bekkering,
Hope's new dean for admissions. He
defines it as: ''having a product or service that you know is high quality, that's
been tested, and that you believe in, and
finding some way to present it to people
who will benefit from it." This opposes

the "huckster" approach, i.e., selling an
inferior product that people don't need at
an inflated price.
Bekkering
has
developed
this
philosophy after several years of college
work. Upon graduation from Hope in 1965,
he was asked to join the Admissions staff
as a counselor.
Two years later he became the Director
of Financial Aid, and also served as the
head resident in Kollen Hall and the
Emersonian House. After earning his
doctorate at Michigan State, he spent
eight years at Lake Michigan College in
Benton Harbor as dean for instruction,
until moving to Holland this summer.
(continued on p. 7)
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| Smith opens new theatre season
by Timothy Shaffer
A body lies face down on the floor
behind a couch. A suspicious-looking
character lurks in the shadows as the
maid unknowingly covers the body with
the couch. A stranger appears at Muldoon
Manor. A love triangle develops. The
police arrive. The body is discovered and
victims start dropping like flies from the
bullets of an unknown gunman. The phone
rings and a critic steps out of the audience
and answers the phone, assuming a role
in the play. Absurd? Outlandish? Yes,
these are the very words director and
scenic designer Dick Smith uses to
describe Hope Theatre's first production
of the year: Tom StoppanTs "The Real
Inspector Hound.M
Smith and his cast of eight Hope
students, ranging from freshmen to
seniors, have been working seven days a
week for the past month to prepare what
New York Times critic Richard Watts
calls <(a comedy satire of high and
delightful quality.*'
Not only has the cast been learning
lines and rehearsing scenes, but they
have also put in time outside of rehearsal,
reading Agatha Christie novels and
watching old Sherlock Holmes movies.
Recently, they gathered together to
watch the television production of
"Murder by D e a t h / ' hoping to gain insights into the genre of the mystery
thriller.
The play itself, according to Smith,
consists of three plays simultaneously
occurring within one. The play begins
with two drama critics, actual members
of the audience, coming to review a play.
The performance they've come to see, the
play within the play, is the classic murder
mystery, complete with Gothic mansions,
foggy weather, jilted lovers, and, of
course, a body. The plot thickens when
the apparent villain dies, and the critic
steps in and takes his place. From there
the absurdity crescendoes, and by the end
of the play the audience really wonders

Just who is the real Inspector Hound?
Smith said that "The Real Inspector
Hound" was selected by the theatre
department for a number of reasons, the
primary one being that it is a small show.
This means fewer people to costume,
fewer people needed to work backstage,
and a lot less time involved with the
technical portion of the play. This was
especially i m p o r t a n t , Smith said,
be&iuse the next production, Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," will be
very demanding technically.
Another factor in selecting "The Real
Inspector Hound" is that it is contemporary British humor and Hope's
theatre program has done very little
contemporary theatre recently.
Finally, Smith said the play was chosen
because of "the variety of characters it
gives the actors to work with." The
characters range in age from mid-20s to
early 60s, and from the real to the
caricature.
With "The Real Inspector Hound,"
Smith functions in the capacity of
director for his second time since coming
to Hope eight years ago. His other
directorial outing was the 1975 Hope
production of Samuel Beckett's "Endgame."
The opportunity for Smith to direct
arose when another member of the
department decided to go on sabbatical in
order to finish his doctorate. In addition
to directing, Smith is also doing his usual
job of costuming and scene designing.
Smith started his education at the
University of Minnesota as a dance
student. From there he gravitated to
theatre and performance. He received a
degrees in business, but soon became
4<
bored" and returned to acting. His interest in design was sparked when he
became fascinated watching a costume
artist painting designs on his costume. He
returned to the University of Minnesota,
received a B.F.A., traveled to New York
and Europe, c a m e back to Minnesota for

his M.F.A. and applied to Hope upon
graduation a s a designer.
Smith is returning to Hope this
semester a f t e r a one-year sabbatical
spent traveling the country from New
York to Alaska working with different
sculptors.
He explains the rewards of design as
allowing him "the opportunity to work
with many different materials." His
design for " T h e Real Inspector Hound"
utilizes primarily wood, and he is experimenting with a patchwork-inlay type
format that he discovered in the work of
82-year-old sculptor Louise Nevelson.
But, not one to allow himself to be "locked
in," Smith has worked with many formats, the latest being hot metal and
blacksmithing. He took a three-week
course this past summer from a
professional blacksmith from Arizona,
and while he prefers creative ironwork,
he reluctantly admits, t4I suppose I could
shoe a horse tf I had to."
Cast members in this 90-minute
comedy include Laurin Blake Cowlfflg, a
freshman from Schaumburg, IL, and Jon
Hondorp, a junior from Hopewell Junction, NY, as the two critics, Birdboot and
Moon. Members of the play within the
play a r e Jennifer Naimo, a freshman
from Grand Rapids, as Felicity; Ardis
Kelsey, a junior from Bloomfield Hills, as
Cynthia; Chuck Bell, a junior from
Bronson, as Simon; Pat Kruis, a senior
transfer
student
from
Everett,
Washington, as Mrs. Dredge; Kevin
Bailey, a sophomore from Rochester,
NY, as Magnus; and David DeWitt, a
junior from Joliet, IL, as Inspector
Hound. Jean Cordes is the stage
manager, and the lighting designer is
Michael Grindstaff.
"The Real Inspector Hound" plays Oct.
17,18, and 21-25. All performances will be
at 8 p.m. Ticket prices a r e $4 for adults, $3
for senior citizens and $2 for students and
children.

The Pulse

Drinking age considered
by Anne Brown and Ingrid Anderson
In November, Michigan voters will be
asked to re-examine Michigan's drinking
age. In this week's Pulse we decided to
ask the question, "If the election were
held tomorrow would you vote to have the
age lowered to 19 or remain at 21?" The
responses of 49 Hope students were as
follows:

those who favored lowering the drinking
age to 19 dealt with the controversy that
those of. majority age should have the
responsibility and privilege of drinking as
well as that of being drafted and having
the right to vote.
Most felt that 19-year-olds are mature
enough to make this decision at age 19.
One student commented, "At 19 you can
make a family and be drafted, but not
Lower to 19
67.4% drink a beer." Some mentioned the fact
that lowering the age to 19 woul^be safer
Remoin ot 21
30.6
because it would encourage people to
drink in a bar as opposed to on the roads.
Undecided
2.0
Those who felt the drinking age should
remain at 21 were concerned with the
The majority of the comments from - effects this would have in the high

D-J/s Pizza

schools, where 19-year-olds could buy for
their peers. One student commented,
' T h e r e ' s plenty of time to drink later in
life if you want to.''

On Thursday, Oct. 23, Dar Topp, from
the Career Planning and Development
department, and Joyce Hanlon, from the
Counseling department, will hold a
seminar entitled "Confidence, Conversation, and Social Success" from 7
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Board
If Hope students a r e accused of
breaking college rules, they have two
options. They may either explain their
case to a member of the Dean of Students'
Office or they may take their case to the
Campus Judicial Board.
The Judicial Board is composed of
seven students with attention given
toward fair representation of sex and
class standing. Representatives are
selected through the Student Congress,
and the entire Hope student body is
eligible.
i

In order to be considered, a student
must submit a t)ne-page (typewritten
preferred) brief explaining why he/she
feels qualified to serve in this capacity. It
may be turned into any Student Congress
officer (Jon Schmidt, J a n e Sanderson or
Matt Vandermolen) or to Dave Van
derwel, associate dean of students All
briefs must be submitted on or before
Wednesday, Oct. 15.

Students
perform
The music department will present a
student recital Thursday, Oct. 9 at 7 p m.
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
The public is invited; admission is free.
Performers will include pianist Steve
Kalmbach, a junior from Cadillac;
Thomas Barthel, a sophomore from
Ridott, IL; Judith Lanning. a senior from
Grand Rapids; Bryan Uecker, a junior
from Grand Rapids; tenor Dennis Burchett, a sophomore from Kalamazoo;
baritone Kevin Bailey, a sophomore from
Rochester, NY; baritone John Gumpper.
a senior from Flint; and oboist Lorraine
Duso, a freshmen from Flint.
Accompanists . will include Jody
Tallmadge, a sophomore from Ithaca,
NY; Michele Serette, a sophomore from
Lagrangeville, NY; and Susan Ward, a
senior from Muskegon.

p.m. until 9 p.m. in the 44 Alley," the new
student lounge located in the old bowling
lanes in DfeWitt basement.
The theme of the seminar is self-esteem
and humility. Topp and Hanlon will be
discussing and practicing ways to build
self-esteem and social skills. The seminar
is open to the entire campus and
registration is necessary. Interested
students can sign up in the Career
Planning Office in the basement of
DeWitt until Monday, Oct. 20.
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Nan Hussey to open new student store
by Julie Gaiiinghouse
Nan Hussey, a 23-year-old senior
business m a n a g e m e n t major from
Wenatchee, Washington, is working on an
independent study which will provide a
student-run, non-profit retail grocery
store for the use of the college community.
After transferring to Hope's campus
last year from Whitworth College in
Spokane, Washington, Hussey was surprised to find that the college did not
provide this service.
"The idea is to design a convenenience
store to accommodate students' needs
and time schedules," said Hussey. The
store will be open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
"because when do you get the urge to
bake brownies? At 11 p.m., that's when!"
said Hussey.
One of the main benefits of the program
is that it will cater specifically to student
needs. Eggs will be sold singly, and butter
by the stick rather than the pound. Other
foodstuffs will also be available in
smaller quantities to eliminate wate.
Another major advantage is that the
store will be non-profit. While covering
the original loan payments, the minimum
wage requirements of the student
workers, and purchasing costs, the prices
will still be lower than other local grocery
stores. "No one should have to pay those
prices, especially not students!" said
Hussey. "This will be a service-oriented
business, something that I truly believe
can work all over the world, not just at

Hope."
The fact that the stofe will be studentrun is in itself unique. While Hussey is
getting the program going, she will also
be training a manager for next year. The
position of manager will be open each
year to a senior business management
major for three hours of credit per
semester.
"It's ideal," stated Hussey. ''It gives a
person the practical experience in using
all of the theories that they have been
learning from books for their first three
years." The beauty of learning by doing
in this way, she said, is that in the event
that the store loses profit, or starts to go
under, the faculty supervisor of the
program will be there to consult and
advise, without the threat of a bank
looming near, ready to foreclose.
The problem facing Hussey a t this time
is the lack of space for the program. The
store was originally planned with space
allotted for it in the basement of DeWitt.
But because of the renovation that has
taken place in that area, there is no
longer room for the project.
The new site proposed is the area that
will be vacated by the anchor and
Milestone offices in the basement of
Graves Hall. The art department is also
making tentative plans for that area, as
they feel a strong need for more photo-lab
work space.
"Work is at a standstill right now," said
Hussey. "It all depends on whether we get
the space we need. If not, we're lost." .

Young Americans get going
by Steve Olson
The Hope chapter of Young Americans
for Freedom recently announced the
creation of the first annual Albertus C.
Van Raalte lecture series, which it is
sponsoring this fall. The purpose of the
series, according to chairman Ed
Tiesenga, is "to alert interested people
around here to some of the more interesting ideas floating around, or
grovelling about, if you will. Specifically,
to broaden our horizons and encourage us
to think."
The speakers will represent a variety of
viewpoints, and it is hoped that YAF will
be able to put together panels and debates
in addition to straight lectures.
Beginning in November, the topic ofmoral valuing will be taken up. YAF
hopes to bring Arthur I. Melvin, executive
director of the Century III Foundation, to
campus for the opening lecture. Faculty
members will also be encouraged to
participate in the program.
As a way of spreading the word, and

also as simply something to do, YAF is
sponsoring a T-shirt contest. The person
who draws the best picture of Albertus
Van Raalte doing something ''interesting," according to Tiesenga, will
have their design printed on t-shirts
which will be sold campus-wide. The
winner also will receive one breakfast in
bed.
YAF also hopes to put together a
symposium on Liberation Theology
sometime in the future. This depends,
said vice chairman Craig Morford, on
"whether or not we can find a few
coherent Marxists in Western Michigan
to participate."

Correction
Due to a typographical error in last
week's article, page 2, on "born-again
politics," Dr. E l d e r ' s n a m e was
misspelled. The onchorwishes to express
its sincere apology for the oversight of
this error.

mm--.- *

Homecoming plans made
The Homecoming Committee has met
and is tentatively planning several events
for the weekend of Oct. 25 to instill the
spirit of Homecoming in Hope students.
The committee feels the college as a
whole is not spirited enough, and that just
a small effort by each student can give
the campus the upswing it needs.
The following are tentatively scheduled
events: Tuesday, Oct. 21, will be Hat Day.
On Thursday, Oct. 23, there will be an ice
cream social from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 24, a bonfire will be held. On
Saturday, Oct. 25, there will be a spirit
banner contest, an all-campus dance,
and, of course, the football game, with
Hope vs. Albion.
The Homecoming court will be com-

posed of seniors this year. The first
balloting to narrow the candidates down
to 15 will take place on Thursday, Oct. 9.
The top 15 names will be voted on again
on Oct. 16 and 17 to narrow the court down
to seven.
All students are eligible to vote. Voting
will take place at lunch and dinner just
outside Phelps cafeteria. .Coronation will
be held during the halftime of the HopeAlbion game, and last year's king and
queen, Paul Boersma and Jane DeYoung,
will be on hand to pass on their honors.
A spirit banner contest is also on tap for
the weekend. Fraternities, sororities,
dorms, halls, clusters, cottages, or any
group of people are eligible to create a
spirit banner. Free pizza will be awarded
as a prize.

|
*

*
An Alabama high school band entertains the crowd at halftime during the HopeKalamazoo football game (photo by Tom Wagner)

J.L. MURPHY HAIRSTYUNG
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WANTS QUICK OR DEAD:
TYPISTS
To work Tuesday night at the
Holland Sentinel

PASTE-UP PERSONS
Haircut $6
Walk-ins Walcama
392-6200
39 W. 10th
Near River Ave.

To work Wednesday afternoons
12:30-2:30 P.M.

Contact Betty Buikema. anchor editor
Call X6600 or X6270
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are key to the future
L. In our obviously turbulent and
-c changing world, it is rather sad
g to note that the attitudes of inu ternational study in this country
g have remained comparatively
~j stagnant.
o
Whether we as students, or, as
y we are sometimes called, the
a, future leaders of our country,
o
X like to admit it or not, the world
that we live in is progressively
becoming more and more interdependent, It is embarrassing
to have to admit that in our

countiy there exists an archaic
attitude of indifference, and
many times, especially with
students, an extremely negative
attitude regarding the study of
foreign language and culture.
Steps are being taken on a
national level to correct this
problem,
h o w e v e r . The
President's Committee on
Foreign Language is now contemplating a program that will
make proficiency in a foreign
language mandatory upon
graduation of high school.
In many states, the incorporation of the study of Latin
as a base for foreign language
study and a boost for English
vocabulary is being introduced at
the third grade level. Other
schools are benefitting from a
submersive study program in
foreign languages in which all
courses are taught in a foreign
language and the use of English
is forbidden in the classroom.
Strange, though, is the sharp
contrast between the enthusiasm
that the study of foreign
languages brings to elementary

school students and the apathy
exhibited by our much more
highly educated college students.
Perhaps we do not understand
the goal of today's liberal arts
student. On the other hand,
perhaps today's liberal arts
student does not understand the
goals of a liberal arts training.
It seems strange that when the
opportunity to learn a foreign
language from highly qualified
personnel is placed in a student's
lap, the student is sometimes
resentful. The idea that they will
never use the language again
upon completion of the course is
the main source of disillusionment when considering the worth
of studying foreign languages.
As it stands, there is not a
single area of study at Hope
where the basic knowledge of a
foreign language would not be
beneficial, if only in that the
i n c r e a s e of v o c a b u l a r y
proficiency in English is all but
inevitable.
Because the college is looking
into the possible expansion of the
International Education opportunities available, it would be
nice to see students take their
opportunities for learning a
foreign language more seriously,
perhaps to view it as a privilege
rather than a necessary evil.
It is time for us to take notice
as the world gets increasingly
smaller. We need to take
responsibility for our futures,
and whether we like it or not, we
need to start now.
It's going to become very
difficult in the near future to
avoid the influence that the rest
of the world will have on our
country. The United States is not
as big or even as dominant as we
once believed, and English will
never become the international
medium for communication.

segment of the population, especially in
the 196U,6. This is changing, according to
Chapter chairman Ed Tiesenga, who
comments that ' these days conservatism
Is becoming increasingly popular, due in
part to the entrenchment of the past

I
i

literal activism and its devolution into
"Radtaal CM*, Inc.*, now passe and seen
as mactequaie by a lot of pa^le."
As far as areas of Interest to YAF.
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A Democrat speaks out

It seems that campiagn '80 will
determine its winner by judging who can
sling the most mud. Both camps appear
to-be more concerned with downgrading
the opposition than with promoting their
candidate. Even the media a r e attempting to influence .the outcome by
distorting records and statements, and by
incompletely reporting candidates' accomplishments. Certainly there is a place
for constructive criticism and in-depth
reporting, but I would much prefer
supporters providing arguments for their
choices, and the media covering all actions thoroughly and unbiasedly.
This November I will vote for Jimmy
Carter. The reasons are not because
Reagan is a simpleton or that he's 30
years behind the times. My reasons include President Carter's integrity, which
few question, his willingness to take
politically unpopular stands which he
deems necessary, such as his implementation of draft registration and his
anti-1980 tax cut position He is an intelligent man (another quality upon
which many agree). He is a Democrat
with a left-of-center outlook. You say
these reasons are all very fine but he has
already been President for four years —
what has he done?
Glad you asked! President Carter has
proposed many bills which Congress has
passed, and many bills which Congress
has not passed. In addition his economic
record has several bright spots, and there
T i e s e n g d uoles liial " t h e
l u a l lour
are valid explanations for the present
decades of growing government power at state of the economy. The following list is
home have brought an increased violation one of economic history (1976-1980).
of individual rights as well as huge Carter-initiated legislation, and actions in
deficits, robust inflation, and sky-high tax which he has played an instrumental role.
rates. In addition, the position of America Asterisks indicate 1976 c a m p a i g n
as a world power has been undermined. promises which were kept.
Inconsistant foreign policy and a weak
1977: When Carter took office in
national defense has led to a position January', unemployment was 7.8 percent
where America is virtually a second rate (the lowest in Ford's administration).
power today.*'
Until the recession of 1980 it had steadily
Young Americans for Freedom believe fallen to 5.5 percent.• The. highest
in zero government growth at home—a unemployment rate of the 1980 recession
policy that would reduce taxes and cut never approached the 9.2 percent of the
inflation for all Americans. And we Ford recession. His human rights policy
believe in peace through strength is enforced through the World Bank by
abroad—a policy that would mean safety U.S. loans and aid.* In August a badly
and security for our allies and us.
needed E n e r g y D e p a r t m e n t w a s
If, contrary to the prevailing mood created.* He proposed a Regulatory
among many college students, you are Agency reform bill which would call for
concerned about the future of this country review of already proposed and 10-yearend the world, then check out Young old rules.* Also in August he proposed a
Americans for Freedom. Our first welfare reform bill which would require
general meeting will be announced soon. many recipients to work.
In the meantime, for further information,
1978: On April 10 he established the
contact Craig Morford. Ed Tiesenga. . American Corporation Institute in
John Beuker, Van Rathbun, or Steve Taiwan to maintain cultural, tranOlson.
sportation. and trade links. The Panama
Steve Olson
Canal IVeaties were passed by the Senate

A young American view
The Hope chapter of Young Americans
f o r F r e e d o m has recently been
established. Voung Americans for
Freedom is a national conservative action youth organization which was
founded in September, 1960, when a group
of college students met in Sharon. Connecticut to discuss what they saw as the
aims and applications of the principles of
conservatism
and
constitutional
government.
Recent history reveals that conservative young people have been a small

ITS T H E

in mid-1978. In February he asked for a 24
percent increase in education for the 1980
budget.* He proposed in March $11 billion
for the reindustrialization oi chronically
high unemployed areas of major cities *
Vernon Jordon referred to this proposal
as a "significant step "
In October he signed his Civil Service
Reform bill, which simplified hiring and
firing procedures, and provided performance bonuses instead of automatic
advancements for increased seniority."
Henry Kissinger said in September, "You
can't imagine how painful it was to me to
see how much could be accomplished
without m e . "
Kissinger was referring, of course, to
the Camp David Peace Summit. He
signed the Airline Deregulation bill on
Oct. 15 which abolishes the Civil
Aeronautics Board in 1984 and gradually
deregulates routes, fares and mergers."
His Windfall Profits Tax was passed in
the fall* His energy plan passed
Congress on Oct. 15.* The plan emphasizes deregulation and conservation
Since then, energy consumption . has
(continued

on p b)
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This past week, many hope students
noticed signs adveritsing a new group on
campus, the Lutheran Student Movement
in the U.S.A. After receiving many
questions about the group, 1 thought it
best to answer these questions through
the anchor for the benifit of all.
To begin with, the Lutheran Student
movement is an ecumenical organization.
You need not be a Lutheran to be a
member of LSM, only to believe "in the
Gospel message of salvation through
Jesus Christ." Even though LSM has a

voice in the affairs of many Lutheran
Churches, this does not cause us to
restrict our membership to Lutherans
only. LSM is a fellowship committed to
the advancement of the Gospel of Jesus,
and trying to understand our role in God's
redemptive plan. Most of all, LSM is a
fellowship and a community.
We are a fellowship where students
meet to discuss their beliefs, concerns
and expectations of the Gospel. LSM is a
community where students learn to express the Gospel to one another, so that
we may show His Gospel to our world
through thought, word, and deed. Being a
community, LSM is concerned with the
worship of God's people. Worship and the
Eucharist form a major part of the life of
LSM, for it is where we encounter the
Risen Christ.
One question frequently asked is:
"What does the Lutheran Student
Movement do 9 " For the most part, this is
answered by the individuals in the
groups. Believing that our country is
extremely large and diverse, LSM leaves
programs and directives up to the individual groups, feeling that they know
their own needs best.
The regional and national offices,
which are staffed by students like ourselves, offer some direction through
"themes" for worship and study. These
themes come to a climax at regional.

national and international conferences
and retreats.
Another question asked is, "Do we
really need another Christian group on
campus?" I have to respond that we need
as many different "Christian" groups as
we have different types of personalities
on our campus. Members of LSM are not
bound to LSM alone. In fact, we enf:;
xiwS.
courage LSM members to visit other
groups in order to see different perspectives of the Gospel. In the same way,
mmm
we welcome members from other groups
on campus to visit and to express their
views at our meetings.
The Alpha Gamma Phi sorority performs hi last week's Greek Week Talent Show
After reading all of this, you are (photo by Randy Warren)
probably thinking, "Why Lutheran
Student Movement, and not Christian
Student Movement?" The answer lies in
the birth of LSM. It was formed at
colleges to help Lutherans understand
I noticed as I read through the latest no! Well, maybe I am a piffling moron.
their faith in the new light cast by their
anchor
that one Gordie Dahlgren has Maybe I am not. Quite possibly my
education. Since its beginning, it has
grown a great deal, but it still retains its taken the time to critique my writing writing is bush-league. If so, then I had
(letter to editor, Sept. 25).
better not risk an analysis of Mr.
Lutheran commitment to the Gospel.
He
concludes
from
his
perambulation
Dahlgren's movement in response to my
This type of organization is greatly
needed at Hope because it addresses of my little editorial that I am, of all meager effort. I wouldn't want to overLutherans who find themselves at a things, a bush-leaguer. I looked that up in step my bounds.
Bushily yours,
Reformed Church school. Being a my dictionary. In other words, my
Edward
N. Tiesenga
Reformed school, the religious ideals, writing is "belonging to an inferior class
P S.: Ever eat a pine tree?
beliefs and attitudes have a strong or group of its kind: MEDIOCRE," Oh
Calvinistic imprinting which can confuse
non-Reformed students who are searching their faith and vocation
as
Christians. LSM tries to understand our
Clarification is in order con- take responsibility for his or her
"Christian faith in the light of the
cerniing the anchor's focus. on own safe behavior — and for
Lutheran Symbolic Confessions." As
c
Lutherans, we feel called by Christ and C a m p U S S e c u r i t y 111 the Sept. 25 individuals to be aware of
His Church to dialogue and study, both ISSlie. Our intent was not, as campus security as a goal toward
with Lutherans and rton-Lutherans, so suggested by an anonymous whicn the entire community
that we might be the people that God has letter to the editor on Oct. 2t to must work together.
It is impossible to legislate
called us to be through His Son. For that
^Perpetuate
the
'helpless
reason we welcome all Christians into our female' mentality."
campus security. We cannot cut
fellowship.
Rather, the anchor reacted to off the left thumbs of individuals
As it stands right now, LSM is just
our perception of the need for who choose to walk across the
beginning at Hope. There is interest, and
serious consideration by each Pine Grove after dark. Paranoia
we hope to get started soon on programs.
member of the campus com- and irrational precautions in the
I would encourage anyone interested to
munity of the need for safe, name of campus security are
contact me for further information about
responsible behavior which leads ineffective as well.
LSM
We call for shared responto a secure environment for
Derk Micheal Strauch

Tiesenga questions retort

A clear view on campus safety

More on Carter's Record
(continued from p 4)
declined considerably.
1979: His plan for the MX missile was
approved.' He signed SALT II oh June
18 * The Department of Education was
created in September.* In 1979 OPEC's
prices more than doubled! Abnormally
high inflation was largely attributed by
many economists to irregular increases
in food and oil prices.
1980: Jan. 7 he signed the Chrysler loan
bill, which guaranteed $1.5 billion in loans
and provided $2 billion in government
concessions or commitments. In March
he reorganized the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. On June 6 the Trucking
Deregulation bill was passed, largely due
to his efforts. On July 30 Congress gave
authorization to him for emergency gas
rationing. Every budget prepared by his
administration has included real-term
and responsible increases in defense
spending.
'
I refer those who think he has little
support
on Capitol
Hill to a
Congressional

Quarterly

(1-12-80)

study which stated that on issues (1979) in
which Carter took a stance, pro or con.
Congressmen voted with him three or
four times. In 1978, for example, they
voted 78.3 percent of the time with him.
These percentages compare well with the
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i
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AND STYLING
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College Ave. at 14th
392-1112
Appointments Available

Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson
administrations' percentages.
The press has not covered President
Carter well. He is not an incompetent, donothing president. Under the ciiscumstances of post-Watergate distrust of
government, and the present state of the
economy, I believe Carter is a very good
president.
__
Respect for human rights abroad has
increased since Carter took office. We, as
a nation, have gained much respect from
Latin America and Africa as a result of
our foreign policies.
Not one American has died in combat
since 1975.1 believe the economy is on the
upswing and will become stable as a
result of Carter's economic policies. Even
though Congress, the Reppublican party
and the press have indicted his business,
appointments, and family, I do not
believe one of them has been convicted of
the charges brought against them. Not
Hamilton Jordan, not Bert Lance, not the
Peanut Farm, and not even Billy Carter
has been found guilty. Jimmy Carter is a
good. Christian man and President. He is
worthy of this country's mandate. Please
vote for President Carter in November.
Sincerely,
George Wiszynski

everyone.
We
objectively
assessed the security system as
it functions on campus. From
there, we urge each individual to

Collegefunding explained
44

(continued from p. I j
through the Michigan Foundation," said
Van Wylen. "Last year, Hope gained
$100,000 from their share of those monies
raised through the Foundation."
Other means of financing Hope's annual operating costs come through gifts
given by alumni, friends oi the college,
and churohes.
Van Wylen said that so far Hope's
Annual Fund has not suffered too much
from the recent decline in the economy.

4

If we are affected from the recession
which is especially hard-felt in Michigan,
those effects will be reflected through
next year's budget. This year, the
economic slump did not pinch Hope's
budget too much, for the monies were
raised last December when the difficult
financial situation in our state had not yet
peaked," Van Wylen said.
t h e budget for the next fiscal year,
which begins July 1, and runs through
June 30, will be established on Oct. 24.

20% Off all
diamond
engagement sets
with student I.D.

RANDY
DISSELKOEN

•200 off
with coupon

sibility by all individuals, male
and female, of the Hope community toward the goal of a safe
campus.
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Dan Deffenbaugh: guitar music for all-time music lovers
by Anne Brown
Creperie customers recently had the
chance to enjoy more than their chicken
broccoli crepes the night Dan Deffenbaugh, the guitar man, serenaded
diners with his mellow tunes.
Those who don't recognize the laid-back
musician by name may have seen his gig
at the Deli, not to mantion his performances at this year's Greek Week
talet show, Nykerk 'TO's intermission, the
Arcadian Shenanigandies, and an occasionalFCA (nowFCS) meeting.
Most of Deffenbaugh's repetoire at the
Creperie consisted of pieces he composed
himself. According to Deffenbaugh, the
inspiration for those songs comes from
"people, or anything else that really
impresses me." For example, "She's an
Eagle" was written about a close friend
he worked with during the summer.
"Children of the Sea" deals with leaving
one's home and family for college.
In addition to strumming his own songs
at the Creperie, Deffenbaugh played
some Jim Croce, "Desperado" by the
Eagles, a n d . J a m e s Taylor hits like
"Sweet Baby J a m e s " and "You've Got a

MONOGRAMS!
Limited Time Offer

Friend." He is able to pick up songs like
these just by listening to them on the
radio and working the notes out by ear on
his guitar.
.
The kind of music Deff?nbaugh enjoys
most runs from country, blue-grass, and
contemporary music to jazz. He said his
tastes just depend on his mood, but he
hates disco no matter what his mood is.
He described his music as a cross between lyrical and classical guitar.
When he took requests at the Creperie,
someone asked him to play the song he
liked best. He played a Dan Fogelberg
tune but later admitted his favorite singer
is Jackson Brown.
Deffenbaugh started tickling the
strings when he was in the third or fourth
grade, but grew tired of "that one-note
stuff." While attending a preparatory
high school, he started teaching himself
whenever he found himself alone in his
room with spare time on his hands.
Deffenbaugh, a senior at Hope, wants to
continue playing guitar for audiences
when he graduates. Last summer he
played in the Jesse Squire Band and
appeared with the group on WQFM's
Columbus (OH) Hometown Hour.
Meanwhile, he is pursuing a biology
major and a religion minor. He feels that
with that combination he could gain a
better understanding of both the physical
and metaphysical worlds.
The words to one of his songs are, "My
story grows fainter the harder 1 play."
The harder Dan Deffenbaugh plays, the
stronger he, his story, and his talent
grow.

Hillegonds
a success

Just for yon this fall, a very ^
special free offer from the Du Mez
Junior Underground and Missy
Sportswear Department. Choose
from our fantastic selection of the
sea&on's most popular sweaters.
Well tnonogram it absolutely free
on sweaters *16 and up.

by Edward Tiesenga
Last Wednesday, the Hope College
Republicans welcomed Representative
Paul Hillegonds to speak to the group.
Hillegonds was introduced by Marley
Walker, local Republican Committee
chairman, who filled in for 20 minutes
while waiting for Hillegonds.
Hillegonds gave a brief talk about
political involvement, mentioning many
of the opportunities open to young people,
and also discussed state politics. He
stressed the importance which an area
like Ottawa County has, especially in
contributing a lot of Republican votes to
the statewide tally. This, he said, is
crucial for the upcoming election, since
Michigan could go either way.

This offer good now until Oct. 11,
1980, lower case name and three
monogram only.

Of the three proposals, he felt that the
one he worked on, Proposal C, is the best.
This proposal shifts taxes around, placing
more of the burden on consumption, and
by implication on tourists.

I
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Following these remarks, the group
a d d r e s s e d questions to Hillegonds
covering everything from the state
budget process to John Anderson's
campaign. He noted that the Anderson
strongholds in Michigan a r e the colleges
and universities.
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V-ball loses

Eclectricity to turn on Hope campus

I

to Adrian
Next Thursday Eclectricity, a trio of
musicians, will hold a workshop on
B a l k a n Folk Music in Wichers
Auditorium at 7 p.m. On that Friday they
will give a guest recital in Wichers at 8
p.m.
Eclectricity combines the vocal, instrumental and songwriting talents of
Bob Lucas, Bill Schwarz, and Miriam
Sturm. Lucas and Schwarz have been
performing together for over 17 years.
During this time their repetoire has
expanded to include traditional styles and
i n s t r u m e n t s f r o m many cultures..
Together with Miriam Sturm on violin
and viola, the group is musically quite
versatile.

nai. He has made Journeys to India.
Nepal, and Afghanistan to learn the
techniques of tabla and sarod as well as
vocal styles. His original songs incorporate and synthesize these Instruments and musical styles with topical
lyrics.
Miriam Sturm began playing violin at
age 9. and performed throughout her

f
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teens in numerous orchestras, chamber
groups and competitions. She is currently
studying with Josef Gingold, professor of
music at Indiana University in
Bloomington, Indiana. A deepening interest in traditional modes of fiddling has
led her to become equally accomplished
in gypsy-style, as well as Balkan, klezmer, and other styles.
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Not only does Lucas possess a rich
tenor voice, spanning three octaves, but
he also plays banjo, guitar and fiddle. He
is also a prolific songwriter whose songs
include "Melody Maker" and "Downbeat." In July of 1979, Pickin' magazine
named him the most unjustly ignored
singer-songwriter of the decade.
Schwarz has been studying and performing traditional music of many
countries since he and Lucas organized a
folk trio known as "The Young-Uns" in
1963. Besides playing piano, accordian
and other conventional instruments, he
also performs on such exotic instruments
as the setar, sanrangi, taaris, santur and

Eclectricity Is coming to Hope's campus

Bekkering discusses plans
(continued from p. I)
He welcomed the change because it
provided a chance to be identified with a
Christian college. In its ministry to a
world that is smaller, more complex, and
more mixed up than ever before, Hope's
blend of high academic standards and
strong Christian tradition is important,
he said.
Bekkering believes that people can
benefit from Hope because of its perspective. Although the college doesn't try
to push values on people, he said, the
faculty and staff members have valuerelated learning experiences that they
can share, and this teaching by example,
is effective.
One of Bekkering's goals as dean of
admissions is to accurately express
Hope's academic excellence within the
Christian environment to people who
might be interested in it. It is important,
he said, to be honest about what Hope can
and cannot offer so that students' expectations are met with minimal
dissatisfaction. Better matching of
students to college results in improved
relationships for all.
Students who might be interested in
Hope are not limited to the Midwest, New
York and New Jersey, however, and it is
important to branch out into other areas,
he said. For example, in Louisville,
Kentucky, almost no one knows what the
Reformed Church is, much less Hope
College. Bekkering believes that using
alumni and the Reformed churches are
possible means of reaching more people",
as it is not feasible to have a full-time
admissions
person
for
every
geographical area.
One might logically question the
reasoning for this extended outreach,
especially in the light of overflow conditions in the dorms this year. This
crowding, however, was the result jif

more returning students, and not a large
increase in the number of frestmen admitted. Statistics show that there will be
fewer high school seniors each year, so
competition among colleges will be
greater.
In the light of these facts, Bekkering
would still like to increase the number of
applications received. Improving the
academic profile of the freshman class is
definitely a consideration, but Hope's
goal is not to become an elitist environment, but rather to maintain high
academic standards while upholding its
responsibility to the Reformed Church.
People with lower grade points also have
contributions to make, and the Admissions Office recognizes this.
Working in Admissions does not mean
spreading fables about what an ideal
place Hope is. For Bekkering, it is understanding what Hope has meant to him
both as a student and an employee"of the
college, and trying to communicate its
uniqueness to people who could benefit
from what it has to offer and even offer
something in return.

Knickfrat
(continued from p. J)
spokesperson lor the establishment.
The Knicks went on to say that they felt
the discipline they received was too
severe. "We've caused ourselves some
problems, but to revoke our charter is too
strong a punishment," Kranendonk said.
Gerrie assured the Knicks, however,
that they have a chance to renew their
charter in January of 1981, "if they want
to regroup.*'
The big neon Kappa Eta Nu sign,
landmark of the former Knick house, was
finally taken down.
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by Richard Kuhrt
pa
The Flying Dutchmen volleyball team p
had a disheartening week as they suf- g
fered their first defeat of the season to a
strong Adrian team.
The event took place on Tuesday, Sept.
30, and included matches against last
year's league champions, Adrian and a,
tough division II school. Grand Valley.
In the first match of the night, Hope
played Adrian and lost in four games, the
scores being 15-5,11-5 — Hope winning 15-5, 15-11. Coach Sander DeHaan, who
felt that Adrian played a sound game,
stated that "Adrian did not overpower us,
but we just made mistakes. There was a
-lot of confusion and a general lack of
confidence. We froze up."
High scorers for the Dutch squad were
Joe Van Heest with 21 points and Elsie
Jerez with 17 points.
In the third match of the evening, after
Adrian had lost to Grand Valley, Hope
upset Grand Valley by scores of 15-13 and
16-14.
Last Saturday, Oct. 4, saw the Hope
team defeat the Kalamazoo Hornets in
four games, 15-11, 13-15 — Kalamazoo
winning — 15-8, and 15-3. It was a wellbalanced attack which included a number
of Hope players involved in scoring.
Tuesday the team played Calvin at the
Dow Center. Tonight the team will travel
to Alma to play and on Tuesday, Oct. 14,
the squad will host Olivet at the Dow
Center.

127 N. River
At Howard Ave.

396-6821
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Soccer wins again
by Steve Sayer
"
The hot Hope soccer team added two
more victories to their growing total last
week as they downed Alma College 3-2 in
a close game and then proceeded to take
apart the Olivet Comets 3-0. The two wins
propelled them into sole possession of
first place in the MIAA.
Alma's visit to Van Raalte field was
very unlike their past visits. The Scots
have been gradually improving their
program, and a r e no longer the
laughingstock of the league.
At the beginning of the season, the race
for the MIAA championship was thought
to be a three-way affair between Hope,
Calvin, and Kalamazoo. After several
games, it became apparent that Alma
would have to also be added to that group.
The game proved to be a fairly close
one. The two teams held each other
scoreless throughout the first half. The
second half saw three very nice goals in a
row. Alma scored the first of these when
massive centre-forward Sam Onyekwere
side-volleyed a lightning bolt into Hope's
goal.
Hope outshot Alma 29-16 while corner
kicks (another indication of who controlled the game) were fairly even at 3-4

F-hockey2-l
by Richard Kuhrt
The field hockey team traveled to
Grand Valley last Wednesday, Oct. 1, and
emerged with a 2-1 victory.
The Dutch squad, which suffered two
losses at the hands of the Grand Valley
team last season (4-0, 2-1), outshot their
opponents by a 16-5 margin. Hope's
goalkeeper, Heather Uecker, who
allowed one goal, was called upon to
make only three saves.
Although Hope dominated most of the
game, the score at halftime was tied at 11. The Grand Valley squad scored first,
but it was not long before Mary Lou
Ireland scored an unassisted goal to even
it up.
The junior varsity team also saw some
action this week as they put down the
Kalamazoo Hornets by a score of 4-0.
Lynette Witherspoon and P a m Matheson
each had a goal, while Gloria De Waard
led the team with two scores. Mary Jo
Gray and Heather Uecker each had an
assist. The Dutch squad outshot their
adversaries by 16-1.
Tuesday the team had an important
game against last year's league champions, Albion. Their next game is to be
played on Hope's home field on Wednesday, Oct. 15 against a strong
University of Michigan team.

(Alma's advantage). Hope goalkeeper AI
Crothers had seven saves in the contest,
The Olivet game was held under the
lights in the Holland Municipal Stadium
before a crowd of 1000. Hope controlled,
virtually, the whole game. If not for some
very good goalkeeping by Olivet goalie
Donald Evans, it would probably not have
been even that close.
Hope outshot the Comets 20-4 and had
an 8-3 advantage in corners. Hope
keepers Al Crothers and Steve Sayer had
four saves between them.
Also last week, Kalamazoo College tied
Calvin College 4-4. This caused Hope to
move into sole possession of first place.
The Hope JVs went up against a very
strong Calvin JV team and were defeated
5-0, with aH goals coming in the first half
of play.
Yesterday the team played Albion
away. Saturday they take to the road as
they head to Grand Rapids to take on a
strong Calvin team.

Runners place
by Steve Underwood
After competing at the wet Notre Dame
Invitational last Friday — their second
massive gathering in a week — the cross
country team will shift gears and prepare
for the heart of their MIAA season.
Hope's varsity entered the Gold race
and found the situation similar to the MidAmerican Collegiate Championships they
had run the week before. The Flying
Dutchmen finished 16th of 33 in a tough
field featuring several larger schools
such as Eastern Michigan and Ohio State.
Hope's top finisher was Steve Underwood, who ran 25:29 to take 48th
place; Mark Northuis followed in 74th
with a 25:54; Larry Kortering (26:17) and
John Victor (26:17) came in together in
108th and 109th; Mark Southwell (26:34)
look 127th, just two places and a second
ahead of Jim Shoemaker; and Dave
Visscher (27:38) rounded out Hope's top
seven in 186th. Over 220 runners entered
the race.
Now the Dutch shift their focus to the
tough MIAA dual schedule. Having
already defeated Kalamazoo, Hope
should make it 2-0 this Saturday at
relatively weak Adrian.
Last Friday Hope saw Calvin for the
first time — and finished well behind
Calvin's 10th place. Albion had two
runners injured at Notre Dame, but their
Hope Invitational victory indicated their
potential.
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Kevin Rehban chases the ball during the Hope-Olivet match (photo by Lora Rector)

Dutchmen get a break
by Timothy Taylor
,4
The will to win has never been greater
at Hope College." The author of this
statement is coach Ray Smith; the occasion, the Hope football team's first
victory, a comfortable 27-14 conquest of
Kalamazoo. Smith's statement as well as
the victory provide Orange and Blue fans
a ray of hope as the 1-4 Dutchmen stand 10 in the MIAA, going for their third
consecutive league crown.
The game started well for Hope as they
won the kick-off and elected to receive the
ball. They drove all the way to the K-zoo
36 in five plays, but Mark Spencer fumbled the ball and the Hornets recovered.
This didn't deter the Hope defense,
however, as holding the 44K" offense to
seven yards in the three plays defensive
tackle Karl Droppers broke through the
wall and blocked the Kalamazoo punt,
giving Hope the ball on the Hornets' 34yard line with 10:40 remaining in the first
quarter.
The Dutchmen got their final points on
Keith Nelson's first field goal attempt of
the season as he booted one over from 30
that would have easily made it from 40
with 2:09 left in the now decided war.
Spencer completed 16 out of 20 passes
on the afternoon to raise his percentage
rate to a very good 56 percent. Paul
Damon, Spencer's favorite target, caught
five passes to up his reception total to 23,
14 short of Bill Bekkering's 1968 single
season record of 37.
Spencer also has a great opportunity to

get his name in the books, a s he moved
into second, past Kurt Bennett's 2643 total
career yards, by accounting for 177 yards
Saturday to give him 2655 for his career.
Sitting in first is Groy Kaper, who played
quarterback 1967-70 with 2686 yards.
The squad must now turn its attentions
to an extremely tough Adrian Bulldog
team, 5-0 on the season. To stop Adrian
they must stop fullback Tim Fogg, who
last week ran for five touchdowns and 171
yards against Alma. Also threats are
sophomore quarterback Jeff DeBerry
and split end Phill Miller, who was named
MIAA player of the week for his fourcatch 117-yard performance in Adrian s
25-14 victory over Geneva, PA.
The game looks as if it might be for the
MIAA championship as the teams, along
with a somewhat surprising 4-1 Albion,
are the only real contenders for the
crown.
Game time for Saturday's contest will
be 1:30 p.m. in Adrian.

HELD OVER
Shows Nitely 7 & 9
Sat. Mat. 1 & 3

DROOKE
SHIELDS

Jf
RIDERS WANTED—am going to Tecumseh, M l

PAULA—Q.R.N.F.X.L.Y.G*-Meg

for foil breok. Anyone w a n t i n g a ride to
surrounding areas call Dione, *6283.

R

ROOMS FOR RENT to parents or families of

DURING TOMMY L.'s early schooling ot Funny

students for Homecoming, Parents' Weekend,

Dole, he was a l l o w e d out on weekends w h e n

or any time until Nov. 10 in home on Lake

accompanied by an adult guardian. During

Michigan. Rooms w i t h twin beds, *28 per

these weekends home he and his best f r i e n d

night; double bed *24 per night. A l l w i t h
private baths. Call 399-4286.

Solomon Yarmelke often went moose hunting

LOST: A VERY SPECIAL KITTY n a m e d Mandy.

RESTRICTED ^

992*2653

in the bullrushes: more than once Tommy was
chastised for bringing a cloven-hoofed moose
into the house.

She has long cream-colored fur a n d gold eyes.
Last seen In vicinity of

13th and Lincoln,

wearing a green collar and Southfield. M l ID

PCS and TJB— The best m o m and dad an ad
manager could ever wish for. Love, DKB

tog. If you hove any info about her call Mary
or Joy, 392-2038. We miss her very much I

M L ?
OwHor»—Sonjot
4Anfiflnlln^ Am^AFWUOWWW
String I n s t r u m e n t

NEED HELP?

PORTRAITS
FORAAALS
PASSPORTS
I.D.s

HELD OVER
Shows Nitely 7 & 9
Sat. Mats. 1 & 3

Concerned about pregnancy?
Free confidential testing

Ask for Sharon
Call Ext. 2362

392-4972

Caddyshsick

R i RESTRICTED^

